Job Description: The Shop Electrician is a member of the Electric Department, although he or she reports to the Construction Coordinator and works closely with the Art Department. He or She works with the following departments within the Art Department Shop Craft, Set Dressing, Scenic Department to satisfy their electrical needs.

Duties:

The main duty of the shop electric is to maintain power and lighting at the construction shop. In addition, the Shop Electric provides power and lighting on all stages during the construction of the sets.

He or She may also be needed to provide power and lighting during the prep of locations. He or She is required to make sure all fixtures and outlets are in functioning order on all the sets within the stages. The Shop Electric is required to provide all work light needed by various departments to complete the building of the set.

Special Skills:
The Shop Electric must have a high attention to detail and organizational skills. He or She must also have a full understanding of electrical theory and practice.